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agenda

quantum technology
applications

quantum technologies 
environmental impact
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a future conjugated at the present tense
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Jeremy O’Brien, PsiQuantum CEO
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identified case studies

source: Quantum technologies for climate change: Preliminary assessment by Casey Berger, Agustin Di Paolo, Tracey Forrest, 
Stuart Hadfield, Nicolas Sawaya, Michał Stęchły, and Karl Thibault, arXiv, June 2021 (14 pages).
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the typical view on how 
quantum computing could 
solve some hard problems 
related to climate change

the promise lies with 
potentially finding new 
chemical processes inspired 
by nature to produce 
fertilizers, cement, capture 
carbon and the likes

most case studies require 
1000s logical qubits

2020



assessing QC case studies

problem sizing

resource estimates

quantum advantage

criteria

small scale

QPU type
NISQ or 

emulator

tested with 
<30 qubits

larger scale

analog

large scale

FTQC

>1,000 logical 
qubits

speedup
results quality
energetic costs

very large 
scale

large FTQC

>10K logical 
qubits

case 2case 1 case 3 case 4

approaching 
quantum 

advantage

equivalent to a 
classical 

computing case

long-term 
applicability

very long-term 
applicability
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quantum digital 
twins to create 
better batteries

simulate matter for…

battery simulation

lithium-oxygen

source: IBM

battery simulation

lithium-sulfur battery design

source: IBM

battery materials design

simulating Mott insulator transitions in battery 
electrode materials and ceramic superconductors 
and discharge curve of LixCoO2.

source: Total, Pasqal

battery simulation

simulating magnetism and spins

source: Samsung, Honeywell
battery simulation

estimating the cost of electrolyte 
simulation on PsiQuantum’s future QPU.

source: PsiQuantum, Mercedes-Benz

battery simulation

model lithium oxide to understand how 
batteries age over time

source: Hyundai, IonQ
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Li-Ion battery chemical simulation
needs…

6,652 logical qubits

10-12 error rate

computing times in months/years

source: Simulating key properties of lithium-ion 
batteries with a fault-tolerant quantum 
computer by Alain Delgado et al, April-

September 2022 (31 pages).
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LNO battery simulation

LiNiO2 chemistry simulation

from 75K to 3M logical 
qubits and 91M to 6G 
physical qubits

requires physical qubits 
with 0.01% error rates

computing time from one 
year to 2,739 years

source: Fault-tolerant quantum simulation 
of materials using Bloch orbitals, Nicholas C. 
Rubin, Ryan Babbush et al, February 2023 
(58 pages).
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producing 
fertilizers with 

less energy

simulate matter for…
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FeMoCo role in nitrogen fixation

FeMoCo complex

part of the two nidDK proteins in 
some nitrogenases that is 

involved in ammonia production

nitrogenase

protein complex 
producing 

ammonia in 
heterocyst cells

heterocyst

cell within cyanobacteria that 
support the chemical 
pathways producing 

ammonia using dinitrogen

cyanobacteria

bacteria producing 
ammonia in soil and water 

or legume plants root 
nodules

ATP ADP

nifH

nifDK

[4Fe-4S] cluster

MoFe7S9C

[8Fe-7S] P cluster

electrons coming from 
hydrogenases
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source: Even More Efficient Quantum 
Computations of Chemistry Through Tensor 

Hypercontraction by Joonho Lee, Craig Gidney 
et al, July 2021 (62 pages). 

https://journals.aps.org/prxquantum/pdf/10.
1103/PRXQuantum.2.030305 

need…

2,142 logical qubits

4M physical qubits

4 days computing time

real need:

• simulate full NH3 creation chemical 
pathway.

• design a new industry-grade 
pathway.

• simulate it with a lot of tries.

• optimize it with real-life scenario.

simulating FeMoCo

https://journals.aps.org/prxquantum/pdf/10.1103/PRXQuantum.2.030305
https://journals.aps.org/prxquantum/pdf/10.1103/PRXQuantum.2.030305
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weighing global warming
source: Climate Change 2023 
Synthesis Report, IPCC, 2023.

potential advent of large 
scale FTQC

greenhouse gas contribution 
of synthetic nitrogen
fertilizers production: 
2.1% of global GHG

industrial deployment of 
any new solution

source: Greenhouse gas emissions 
from global production and use of 

nitrogen synthetic fertilisers in 
agriculture, Stefano Menegat et al, 

Nature Research, 2022.
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CO2 capture

• VQE algorithm tested on 20 qubits.
• not yet in a quantum advantage regime.
• not a solution for carbon capture.
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materials simulation

100 000 
logical
qubits !

simulate nickel oxide and palladium oxide, 
which can be used in heterogeneous catalysis
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better production and 
distribution of renewable 

energies

optimize operations

electric vehicle recharge station 
mapping optimization

optimization problem

source: Atos.

carbon capture

simulating interaction between CO2 molecule and 
new complex materials to enable its storage, using 
MOFs (metal-organic frameworks like Al-Fu)

source: Atos, TotalEnergies, CQC

safety probabilistic study

decision support tool for real time risk 
analysis, recalculates risk based on operation 
current state and maintenance operation, 
avoids roll back in case uninttended events

source: EDF.

material ageing modelling

modelling ageing phenomena's with 
quantum physic laws, foresees material 
ageing patterns to gain operational margin. 

source: EDF.
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Won a £1.2M UK Government contract as part of the UK’s Quantum 
Catalyst Fund. Phase One of the Fund saw Phasecraft awarded a contract 
for a feasibility study to explore the application of quantum computing to 
optimisation problems within energy grids. Following the successful 
completion of Phase 1, Phase 2 of this project will see Phasecraft work 
with the Department for Energy Security and Net Zero to prioritise and 
attempt to address such optimisation problems with quantum solutions. 

This paper focuses on the solution of the prosumer problem with a hybrid classical-quantum computing approach. 
We have outlined how this NP-hard problem can be transformed into the problem of finding the ground state of a 
Hamiltonian operator, which is the kind of problem that can be solved by the QAOA and Recursive QAOA 
algorithms. […] We have been able to inspect the scalability of the algorithms: we have checked that the quantum 
execution time does not depend on the number of binary variables and increases almost linearly with the 
requested accuracy. This suggests that, as the problem size increases, a quantum approach is expected to be 
technologically favorable in the long term.
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potential quantum advantage on use cases: decentralized energy 
generation and transmission, novel energy transportation and exchange 
methods such as Peer-2-Peer energy trading and microgrid formation

“We have demonstrated that quantum optimization approaches may 
provide some advantages over traditional classical optimization 
approaches in terms of application-specific benchmarks or hybrid 
algorithm solution quality, however further investigation is needed to 
explore any evidence of potential quantum utility in the energy sector”

March 2024
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February 2024
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reduce delays and costs in 
transportation and 

logistics

logistics and transportation optimization

fleet optimization

Denso and Toyota, presented at CES 
2017 on Denso booth.

source: D-Wave, Denso

trucks routing

trucks routing optimization

source: Accenture, D-Wave

trains station optimization

to reduce passengers connecting time

source: D-Wave

aircraft gate allocation in airports

to minimize passagers transit time

source: DLR, D-Wave

trafic optimization

with a simulation using 400 cabs in Beijing.

later implemented at the Lisbon Web Summit

source : D-Wave, Volkswagen

containers shipment optimization

using VQE, MIP, QUBO

source: IBM, ExxonMobil
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modeling climate and weather

with 32 qubits!
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what is being practically done

gate-basedquantum 
annealing 
computers

quantum 
emulators

• low-level physics 
simulations (“IBM 
quantum utility” with 127 
qubits and kicked Ising 
model).

• creating and testing 
algorithms at small scale 
(QML, optimizations, 
chemical simulations).

• solving optimization problems at mid-
sized scale, in transportation 
(Volkswagen, Denso), retail (Ocado, 
Pattison), job shop scheduling and 
financial services (Mastercard, CACIB).

• physics simulations (statistical physics, 
spin glass, ferromagnetism, topological 
matter, …).

• potential energetic advantage.

• code learning.

• code debugging.

• designing new 
algorithms.

• simulating qubit 
physics.

• simulating error 
correction codes.

analog 
quantum 

simulators

analog quantum computers

NISQ (Noisy Intermediate
Scale Quantum)

digital quantum computers

FTQC (Fault-Tolerant 
Quantum Computing)

classical computers

(c
c)
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quantum 
inspired

• financial services 
solutions 
improvements.

• machine learning 
improvements.

• large algorithms and 
resource estimations.

• creating and testing
error correction 
codes (Google, 
Quantinuum, QuEra, 
PsiQuantum, …).
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NV centerscold atomslasers and 
frequency combs

magnetometersgravimeters thermometers
clocks

spectrographs
ultra-sound mikes

microscopy, medical imaging

sonars

radars
LiDARs

entangled photons

ultra-sensitive
imaging

quantum sensing

SQUIDs

(cc) Olivier Ezratty, 2021-2023.

RF 
analysis

gyroscopes
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sensor type qubit nature
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neutral atoms
atomic vapor atomic spin X X X X X X

cold atom clouds atomic spin X X X X X X

Rydberg atoms Rydberg states X X X

trapped ions
electronic state X X X X X X

vibrational mode X X X

so
lid

st
at

e

spin 
ensembles

NMR nuclear spins X X

NV/SiC center ensembles electron spins X X X X X X

single 
spins

P donor in Si electron spins X X

quantum dot electron spins X X X X

single NV center electron spins X X X X X X

superconducting
circuits

SQUIDs supercurrent X X X

flux qubits circulating current X X

charge qubits charge eigenstates X X

single electron transistor charge eigenstates X X

optomechanics phonons X X X X X

interferometer photons, atoms X X X X X
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HPC and data center energy costs

up to 1/3 of total cost of operations of 
datacenters comes from energy 
consumption and half from hardware 
acquisition costs.

EDF spends 7 GWh per year in energy in 
its data centers (199€/MWH as of 2023)

WW TOP500 HPC data centers have a total 
power of 341 MW.

WW data centers spent >200 TWh in 2020. 
source: DW. The first WW HPC spends as 
much energy as a 40K habitants city in 
France.
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how about QPU’s energy consumption?

energy hogs?

or advantage?
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quantum-energy-initiative.org
>400 participants, >50 countries

IEEE Quantum Energy Initiative 
standardization working group

+

METRIQS/BACQ project.

• is there a quantum energy advantage 
vs classical computing as quantum 
processors scale up?

• how to avoid energetic dead-ends on 
the road to LSQ?

• create a new transversal line of 
research and collaborative projects.

• create a worldwide community 
working on this matter associating 
research and industry. 

• create optimization methodologies, 
frameworks and benchmarks for 
quantum technologies, enabling 
technologies and software engineering,

https://quantum-energy-initiative.org/
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electron superconducting loops & controlled spinatoms photons

qubit type trapped ions cold atoms supercond. silicon NV centers Majorana photons

cryogeny 300 W-6 kW 7-10 kW (2) 16-105 kW 12 kW < 1 kW 16 kW 3 kW

vacuum pumps1 ultra-vacuum ultra-vacuum vacuum vacuum vacuum vacuum vacuum

qubits gate 
controls

<1.4 kW
ions heating, 
lasers, micro-

aves generation, 
CMOS readout

electronics

1.8 kW
atoms heater,
lasers, control 
(SLM, AOD), 

readout sensor + 
electronics

from 20 mW to 100 W / qubit
depending on architectures with

micro-wave generation outside or
inside the cryostat

N/A <25 mW / qubit

300 W 
for photons 
sources and 
detectors, 
qubit gates 

controls

computing 300 W 300 W <1 kW <1 kW <1 kW <1 kW 700 W

# qubits used 24
100/256 (1) -
300-1000 (2)

53-433 12 <10 N/A 20

total 2 KW (5) 3 (1)-20 KW (2) 25-140 KW (3) 21 KW N/A N/A 4 KW (4)

(c
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typical configurations for Pasqal and QuEra (1), neutral atoms with 4K pump/chamber cooling (2), Google Sycamore with 53 
qubits, and guestimate for IBM System 2 with its KIDE cryostat(3), Quandela/QuiX (4), AQT (5) rough estimates for others

1 : fixed energetic cost, for preping stage
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superconducting & spin qubitsions and neutral atoms photons

dilution cryostat – 15mK to 1K

4K compressor cooling (water/air)

room temperature electronics and controls, including QPU interconnect
FPGA, DAC/ADCs, AWG, mixers, tone pulses generation; lasers, SLMs, AODs, CCD and photonic circuits controls

4K compressor for dilution, vacuum chambers, cryopumps, photon sources, photon detectors

error syndromes detection and QEC drive (FTQC) or quantum error mitigation (NISQ)

code compiling (or minor embedding in analog modes) and run-time exécution drive (including number of shots)

low-temperature passive electronics losses
cables, attenuators, filters

low-temperature electronics
JPA, TWPA, HEMT, cryo-CMOS, SFQ, mux/demux

ultra-vacuum pump vacuum pump

lasers lasers

SLMs, AODs
CCD/CMOS sensors

photon sources
and detectors

classical part of quantum algorithms
ansatz preparation, cost function computing, data access, networking, post-processing, QEM (NISQ)
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impacts
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gate calibration, tuning control electronics
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some good news on QPU energetics

cryogeny is not that a big problem

qLDPC QEC can reduce the physical qubit # per logical qubit

FPGA ⋙ ASIC energy savings potential in control electronics

SFQ superconducting electronics

innovation with various qubit modalities
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elements used in quantum technologies

alkali metals: used
in trapped ions 
qubits, mostly
strontium and 

calcium

transition metals: 
titanium and niobium, 

used in superconducting
cables, niobium used in 
superconducting qubits

helium: used in 
cryostats at lower

than 10K, and helium
3 to reach <3K 
temperature

silicon: used in wafers 
for electron spins 

qbits and photonics, 
Si28 for silicium qubits 

wafers.

« III-V » elements: 
used for photonic 
semiconductors 
(arsenic, gallium, 

indium)

rare earths: 
ytterbium, europium, 

praseodyme and 
erbium used in 

trapped ions qubits, 
optical memories and 

some lasers. 

nitrogen: used in 
some cryostats, 

mostly for quantum 
sensing

carbon: used in 
nanotubes for silicium 

qubits

copper, silver, gold: used in cryostats for 
cold plates and cabling

iron, cobalt, nickel, 
chrome: used in 

cryostats

rubidium : 
used in cold 
atom qubits 

and in 
quantum 
sensing

cesium : 
used in 
atomic
clocks

germanium: used in 
some CMOS 

components and 
some electron spins 

qubits.

group IIB metals: 
sometimes used in 

trapped ions qubits, 
zinc, cadmium, 

mercury

(cc) Olivier Ezratty, September 2023
elements table: (cc) Wikipedia
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conclusion
1. there are many quantum computing use cases around energy production and 

distribution, and solving other environmental related problems.

2. they require a very large number of logical and physical qubits to process real-size 
real-life scenarios.

3. they are rarely full-fledge solutions scenarios (e.g. ground state estimations vs full 
chemical pathways).

4. need for better integrated analysis of use cases like for fertilizer production.

5. needs patience and to handle climate change with classical solutions.

6. some quantum sensors can bring interesting use cases although in a very 
fragmented and less visible market.

7. potential energetic quantum advantage, provided useful use cases are 
implemented.
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discussion
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